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PowerBI Plugin CapabilitiesPowerBI Plugin Capabilities

This article describes the current capabilities of the MetricThis article describes the current capabilities of the Metric
Insights PowerBI PluginInsights PowerBI Plugin

Power BI ObjectPower BI Object
typestypes

Collect ImageCollect Image Get DataGet Data Notes

Dataset -- ++

Report ++ -- Report table can be Pinned to a
Dashboard in order to get Data

Dashboard ++ ++ Get data only from Tiles

Dashboard Tile
(pinned Report
chart or table)

++ ++ Can collect image for the entire
Dashboard only, not specific Tiles

Dashboard LIve
Page

(pinned Report
chart or table)

++ -- Can collect image for the entire
Dashboard, but not for a specific Live
Page

Power BI objects:Power BI objects:

1. Dataset1. Dataset

2. Report (can collect Image,2. Report (can collect Image, cannot get Datacannot get Data))
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Visualizations that have the Pin option can be pinned to a Dashboard as a Tile

3. Dashboard (3. Dashboard (can collect Image for the entire Dashboard, and get data from individual Tiles oncan collect Image for the entire Dashboard, and get data from individual Tiles on
the Dashboardthe Dashboard))
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NOTE: Dashboards can contain Tiles and Live Pages

We can collect an Image for an entire Dashboard only, even if we choose a particular Tile,
because PowerBI does not support embedded tiles yet and there is no API call to do this.

3.1. Tile (a Report visualization element that can be Pinned to a Dashboard)
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We can get data from one Tile at a time (as long as it’s pinned to a Dashboard):

MI <--> PowerBI Tiles Mapping
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3.2. Live Page

You can Pin an entire Report as a Live Page for a Dashboard.

We cannot get Data from a Live page however.
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Prerequisites for connecting to PowerBIPrerequisites for connecting to PowerBI

1. Open access to PowerBI endpoints required to get data and1. Open access to PowerBI endpoints required to get data and
collect images from PowerBIcollect images from PowerBI

To integrate with PowerBI, particularly for getting data, you must deploy Metric Insights'
Remote Data Collector (RDC). The RDC must be installed on a Windows machine that can access
your PowerBI environment. The following endpoints must be opened:

• app.powerbi.com, port 443
• *.windows.net, port 443
• powerbi.microsoft.com, port 443
• dc.services.visualstudio.com, port 443

2. Install the Remote Data Collector2. Install the Remote Data Collector

For steps on how to install the RDC, please see the Configure a Remote Data Collector article.

3. .NET and SQL OLE-DB adapter must be installed on the RDC3. .NET and SQL OLE-DB adapter must be installed on the RDC
host machinehost machine

1. RDC requires .NET FrameWork v4.5 or higher

2. Download and install SQL_AS_OLE-DB adapter (https://download.microsoft.com/download/8/
7/2/872BCECA-C849-4B40-8EBE-21D48CDF1456/ENU/x64/SQL_AS_OLEDB.msi)

4. Create powerbi-poc.conf if it does not already exist4. Create powerbi-poc.conf if it does not already exist

1. In C:\Program Files (x86)\Metric Insights\Insightd\plugins (or where the RDC is installed)
create a powerbi-poc.confpowerbi-poc.conf configuration file

2. Enter the following parameters with correct values:

pathToOleDbExepathToOleDbExe=/path/to/OleDbExe

Example:

pathToOleDbExe=C:\Program Files (x86)\Metric Insights\Insightd\plugins\oledb\OLE DB
Connector.exe
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5. Register an Azure application representing Metric Insights5. Register an Azure application representing Metric Insights
to embed PowerBI contentto embed PowerBI content

To create and register an app, please follow the instructions in this Microsoft article:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/developer/register-app

This creates 'trust' between PowerBI and Metric Insights in order to embed PowerBI content.

Please make sure to "Grant Permissions" while configuring the App in Azure Portal.

6. Create a PowerBI connection profile in Metric Insights6. Create a PowerBI connection profile in Metric Insights

Now that you've completed the prerequisities, you are now ready to create a connection profile
in Metric Insights! Please follow the steps in this article to complete the integration:
http://help.metricinsights.com/m/Connecting_to_Data_Sources/l/700173-establish-connectivity-
to-microsoft-powerbi
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Establish Connectivity to Microsoft PowerBIEstablish Connectivity to Microsoft PowerBI

This article describes how to connect to Microsoft PowerBI. By integrating with PowerBI,
you can get data and images of PowerBI objects (see capabilities below).

• Please refer to the PowerBI Plugin Capabilities document to understand what type of
objects we can get data and images for.

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Data Sourcesdmin > Data Sources

At the bottom of the page, click [+ New Data Source].[+ New Data Source].

Select the Type of New Data Source popup opens.
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2. Select the "Other" data source type option and choose2. Select the "Other" data source type option and choose
"Microsoft PowerBI" from the drop-down"Microsoft PowerBI" from the drop-down

Move to the Next stepNext step.

3. Provide Required PowerBI Par3. Provide Required PowerBI Parametersameters

Specify how to connect to Microsoft PowerBI. The parameters include:
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1. Data Source Name:Data Source Name: You can use the default name or enter a more precise name that fits
your business needs.

2. Username / Password:Username / Password: Note that the username must be a cloud only Microsoft PowerBI
user, or if an AD user, the AD user must exist / be synced in Azure AD for PowerBI
authentication.

3. Application ID:Application ID: Azure Application ID of the registered Azure app that represents Metric
Insights (to connect to PowerBI)

4. Workspaces Filter:Workspaces Filter:
• "empty""empty" field: plugin will collect PowerBI objects from My Workspace only (workspace of

user used to connect)
• "*""*": plugin will collect PowerBI objects from all workspaces available to the user used to

connect, except for My Workspace
• "Workspace names""Workspace names" (comma-separated or patterns): plugin will collect PowerBI objects

from specified workspaces

5. SaveSave your entries and Test ConnectionTest Connection

If you want to be able to get Data from PowerBI Datasets (to create Metrics, Reports, and
Datasets), you must utilize the Metric Insights Remote Data Collector to connect to PowerBI
directly. For more information on how to install and use the RDC, please see articles 3.1 and 3.2
in the Configuring Remote Data CollectorsConfiguring Remote Data Collectors manual.

4. A4. Advanced Configurdvanced Configurationation

1. External Reports fetch methodExternal Reports fetch method: This setting influences options available in the Microsoft
PowerBI Reports List tab:
• automaticallyautomatically: clicking Refresh listRefresh list will automatically fetch all objects from PowerBI
• manuallymanually: PowerBI objects to fetch metadata for must be manually added or by

uploading a CSV file

2. Optionally, specify the maximum number of concurrent Threads per Trigger executionThreads per Trigger execution to be
used in background processing when the system updates elements for this Data Source. If
you do not specify any value for this setting, batch data collection processing will be single-
threaded.
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5. Other Settings5. Other Settings

1. You can create Elements or Datasets directly from their respective tabs
2. Click PermissionsPermissions to assign the data source to specific Groups or Power Users

What's next?What's next?

How to collect data from Microsoft PowerBI
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How to create External Reports for MicrosoftHow to create External Reports for Microsoft
PowerBIPowerBI

This article demonstrates how to create an External Report using Microsoft PowerBI as a
data source, assuming you have already established connectivity to PowerBI. This article
will cover the following:

1. Defining the Basics: Report Type, Dimension, Trigger, Connection Profile, etc.
2. Configuration > Display: Define whether the image should be shown in the Metric

Insights viewer or externally in PowerBI
3. Configuration > Advanced: Choose to collect an image always or on demand
4. [New in 5.1] Configuration > Image Display: Set up the collected image

1. Defining the Basics1. Defining the Basics

Access New > External Report > Microsoft PowerBI.

The New External Report page opens. Provide the following information:

1. Give your new External Report a NameName
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2. Report Type:Report Type: The report type selected determines general settings for the External Report.
Settings include image source, download option, drill down authentication, etc. Select the
default MS PowerBIMS PowerBI option from the list or create a new one by clicking the [+][+] button. For
more details, please see Create a new External Report Type.

3. Define whether you want the image to be updated manually or automatically. If you select
Automatic CollectionAutomatic Collection, define the following settings:
• Select the Report Image TriggerReport Image Trigger from the drop-down list to specify on what schedule

Metric Insights should get images
• Select the Plugin Connection ProfilePlugin Connection Profile you have created for Microsoft PowerBI (see

Establish Connectivity to Microsoft PowerBI if you have not created a profile yet)
• Report:Report: Select the PowerBI object you want to get an image for

4. Click Next: define detailsNext: define details to proceed with External Report creation.

2. Configur2. Configuration > Displaation > Displayy

1. ViewerViewer: You can choose to show the PowerBI object directly in the Metric Insights Viewer
(iframe or static image), or display directly in PowerBI in an external web page.

2. The External Report URLExternal Report URL will be generated automatically based on your other inputs. You
can modify the URL by appending the string with a question mark (?) followed by any filters
or parameters specific to PowerBI
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3. Configur3. Configuration > Aation > Advanceddvanced

Collect ImagesCollect Images:

• Always collect all instances of external reportAlways collect all instances of external report: Collect all images and cache them on a
schedule.

• On Demand: only when needed for distributionOn Demand: only when needed for distribution: Individual images are only collected when
they need to be included in an email.

4. Configur4. Configuration > Image Displaation > Image Displayy

1. Click Save and Collect ImageSave and Collect Image.
2. Setup image:Setup image: This option becomes available below the Homepage Preview image once an

image is collected. When getting an image from PowerBI, Metric Insights captures a static
image of the Dashboard/Report. By default, the size of the image is 1200x800, but this image
can be rescaled here. Once set, the image will be rescaled automatically to match the values
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entered. (Note: the captured image is rescaled to the size specified, as opposed to capturing
the image in the size specified.)
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Multi-Filters for PowerBI External ReportsMulti-Filters for PowerBI External Reports
PowerBI by default limits filtering to just 1 Filter Field in the URL. To work around this limitation,
Metric Insights has added a separate section in the External Report Editor from which you can
create and apply additional filters. This multi-filtering functionality is especially useful in
scenarios where highly filtered reports must be delivered to your end users.

For example, let's say you want to deliver a PowerBI report filtered by Region and Business
Segment. Using the multi-filter option allows you to do this. Continue on to see how you can
manually create and apply filters or use previously created Dimension Values.

To add a new filter in the External Report Editor:

1. Click [+ Microsoft PowerBI Filter][+ Microsoft PowerBI Filter]. The Add Microsoft PowerBI Filter popup opens
2. Microsoft PowerBI Filter Name:Microsoft PowerBI Filter Name: Copy the name of the filter from PowerBI (the name must be

an exact match).
• To find the correct filter name, see the Identifying PowerBI Filter Names section below

3. Dimension:Dimension: If desired, select an existing Dimension whose values correlate to PowerBI filter
values. All filter values are then added to the External Report

4. Enter Manually:Enter Manually: You can also create a new filter with filter values here (instead of using an
existing dimenson)

5. Click SaveSave
6. If entering manually, click [+ Add Value][+ Add Value]
7. The value entered must match exactly how the value is defined in PowerBI
8. Once all values needed for the filter have been entered, click SaveSave
9. Add additional filters if needed.
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Once the filters have been added, specify the correct URL Template to use then Save and
Collect Image. Once enabled, you can view the filtered PowerBI report in Metric Insights (if
Show Report in is set to Viewer). Filtered images can also be sent to users.

Additionally, you can combine the filters with dimensioning the External Report. Dimensioning
the External Report enables a drop-down in the Viewer with which you can use to see specific
slices of the PowerBI report.
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Identifying PowerBI Filter NamesIdentifying PowerBI Filter Names

To identify filter names in PowerBI:

1. From the report, click "Edit Report"
2. In edit mode, you will see table and column names
3. Add the table and column name together with a period and no space, like table.column. This

is the filter namefilter name to use in the External Report
• See the Account.Segment example in the screenshots above
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